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Lean Drafthouse Has the West End Taco'd and Entertained

	Lean Drafthouse, the new pub which is located on the 0-mile marker of the Westside trail of the Atlanta Beltline, has been the first establishment to open its doors to West End-ers, Adair Park locals, and Atlanta pub-goers alike. The Drafthouse offers standard Tex-Mex fair, boasting a healthy variety of local draught beers. Upon arrival, the laid-back environment had me feeling ready for a quick taco - and maybe a cocktail or two - before taking a stroll on the Westside Trail of the Atlanta Beltline at dusk.
	When we entered the "Gastropub", we were greeted by an up-beat hostess. A glance inside showed us an open and industrial floor-plan, picnic-style tables, and one long bar. Behind the bar was a small TV airing a sports game. In the far side of the pub was a room filled with five or six European motorcycles. We requested a seat on the patio. We wanted to watch the pick-up game of bocce ball three patrons were playing outside.
	The outdoor decor was modern and simple. More picnic-style tables were seated with chatty guests. Large globed patio lights gleamed overhead as the sun set over the empty factory building across the street. Tecate umbrellas had been placed at each table and offered shade for Westsiders hoping to catch reprieve from the hot Georgia sun. The style of these umbrellas looked a bit like something I'd expect to see at a chain restaurant. Even still, the quaint, down-home feel, and obvious local charm of the pub, made this one criticism not so important.
	Lean offered a good variety of local beers and a mix of relatively inexpensive Tex-Mex fair. I chose the Orpheus Transmigration of Souls from the draught beer list. At $9, I wasn't thrilled about the mark-up, but I have seen similar prices on the same draught in other Atlanta establishments. The $4 Chicken Barbacoa taco looked appealing and affordable, but my companion requested we get the nachos to split, at least to start.
	The nachos were a welcome treat to compliment the draught. The pile of chips looked similar to something I could have just as easily made at home, but it's always nice to have something prepared without the personal hassle. The crème freche, chopped tomatoes, and nacho-style cheese appeared to have been baked until some parts were crisp. Others were mostly mush. I munched on a dry chip and a couple of the over-baked pieces. My companion ordered the "Jon Snow" cocktail in order to balance the crème freche. When it arrived, we both agreed the drink's summery, fresh taste was worth the wait. The cocktail featured infused rosemary and cardamom gin, egg whites, bitters, lemon and honey. It was heavy on the honey, but we would be happy if we ever decided to come back for another.
	Upon chatting with our server, we learned that all of the employees had been hired from neighborhoods nearby. Many were young and new to the restaurant industry. Regardless, the waitstaff's friendliness and desire to make all of their tables as happy as they could - coupled with my companion's and my desire to spend our time simply enjoying the outdoors, sipping our drinks - made the entire exchange nothing short of enjoyable.
	The happy and laid-back environment was nice. We ordered one more beverage each - Wild Heaven Ode to Mercy for me; Abbey of the Holy Goats the Witty Goat for my companion. We paid our server so she could concentrate on her other tables. We sipped our drinks and enjoyed conversation before readying ourselves for a nightly stroll home.
	When it came to Lean, the charm, local feel, and welcoming environment were easily highlighted. In my years of work in the service industry, as well as being a patron in new establishments within the Atlanta area, I have learned that no place truly hits its stride until it has been open for at least six months. With the neighboring breweries popping up and the Westside trail to look forward to, Lean is the simple watering-hole the Westside has been waiting for. I am looking forward to going back.

